Studies of bovine enterovirus structure by ultraviolet resonance Raman spectroscopy.
The structural comparison of bovine enterovirus MZ468 strain before and after the heat treatment was studied by ultraviolet resonance Raman (UVRR) spectra excited at both 235 and 251 nm. The difference between full, heated full and purified empty particles, which were expected as an in vitro model of uncoating, were demonstrated. At 235 nm excitation, the Raman bands of the capsid protein dominated in all the UVRR spectra. The UVRR spectra of the empty particles exhibited non-homogenious broadening for tryptophan W3 band and W7 Fermi doublet bands, which were characteristics of hydrophobic environment, when compared with those of the full particles. The results indicates that some Trp indole rings of the full particles were packaged inside the viral capsids and not strained by virion assembly. On the other hand, the Raman bands assigned to guanine residues of the single stranded-RNA genome were enhanced strongly in the 251-nm excited UVRR spectrum. The spectral differences between the packaged (full particles) and the unpackaged virions (heated full particles) indicates that some guanine residues had strong hydrogen bonds in the full particles.